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Local features
class labels and URIs classes with same local names but di®erent name spaces need to be treated
with caution, as there is a risk that they might be di®erent in di®erent contexts.
equivalent classes equivalent classes give the alternatives of a class that can be regarded as hints for
identifying new mapping candidates.
related property names both declared and inherited properties contribute to the meaning of a class
and thus should be extracted.
complement classes complement classes indicates semantic dissimilarity.
property labels and URIs same as for classes.
property domain and range the domain and range of a property can pin down the meaning of a class when name
matching is not su±cient.
inverse (transitive) property both inverse and transitive properties are regarded as hints for similar properties and
thus indirect hints for similar classes.
functional property functional properties play the same role in identifying corresponding classes as keys
do in element level database schema matching.
instance labels and URIs same as for classes.
instantiated classes instances are treated as a source of understanding semantics.
comments well documented design rationale is a reliable source for revealing semantics.
Global features
super and sub classes subsumption relationship help to identify the location of a class in the taxonomy
and thus capture the structural semantics.
sibling classes sibling classes provide the hint of how the parent class is de¯ned.
super and sub properties properties' hierarchy is useful in matching both properties and classes
disjoint classes disjoint cover should be treated as a special case.
comments comments sometimes are also given at the global level.
version information the record of modi¯cations and authentication provides alternatives.
Table 1: Features extracted for Ontology Mapping.
be the least common hypernym of wi and wj, r be the
root of the underlying WordNet hierarchy, and hi, hj,
h be the distances between wi and r, wj and r, w and
r, respectively, the similarity between wi and wj is ap-
proximated as 2 £ h=hi + hj.
Semantic matchers
In CMS, the °avour of semantic is added in two di®erent
ways: namely structure-aware matchers and intension-
aware matchers.
Structure-awareness refers to the capability of travers-
ing class hierarchies and accumulating similarities along
the sub-class (sub-property) relationships. Let c and
d be two classes from source and target ontologies, ci
and di are their direct parents in respective ontologies,
the similarity between c and d is recursively de¯ned as
sim(c;d) = ®simlocal(c;d)+¯sim(ci;di), where ® and ¯
are arbitrary weights and simlocal=2 gives the local simi-
larity with regard to c and d which can be computed us-
ing one or a combination of techniques discussed above.
Intension-awareness takes into account the de¯nitions of
classes. A class c are regarded as a tuple hS;Pi where
S is a set of classes of which c is a subclass and P is
a set of properties having c as the domain and other
classes or concrete data types as the range. Hence,
¯nding the semantic similarity between c = hSc;Pci
and d = hSd;Pdi amounts to ¯nding the similarity be-
tween Sc and Sd as well as Pc and Pd, i.e. sim(c;d) =
®sim(Sc;Sd)+¯simproperty(Pc;Pd), where ® and ¯ are
arbitrary weights and simproperty=2 computes the prop-
erty similarity. More speci¯cally, we di®erentiate the
following situations:
² classes with matching property names, property
domains and property ranges: Lpc = Lpd and
simset(¢pc;¢pd) ¸ v and simset(©pc;©pd) ¸ v
where simset=2 computes the similarity of two sets
of entities and v is a prede¯ned threshold.
² classes with matching property names and prop-
erty domains but di®erent property ranges: Lpc =
Lpd and simset(¢pd;¢pd) ¸ v, simset(©pc;©pd) <
v, and
² classes with matching property names but di®er-
ent property domains as well as ranges: Lpc = Lpd
and simset(¢pc;¢pd) < v and simset(©pc;©pd) <
v.